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A qiantum mechanical treatment of the motion of a charged

particle in the field of a fixed magnetic monopole is given ,

based on a representation of the corresponding vector potential

by means of a dtftrioution, as presented in Ref. f8J .

The results are closely similar to those obtained in the

work of T.S. Wu and C.N. Yang, in Ref. f 5 J which stems from

ideas borrowed from the mathematical fiber bundle theory (see

Ref. [4] ).

We believe that our method follows more closely the usual

quantum mechanical procedures and provides an alternative ap-

proach to that of Ref. f 5 J •

Although the present paper deals with the non-relativistic

problem, it is clear that the extension to the case of a Pauli

or Dirac particle can be easily done using the spinor monopole

harmonics introduced in Ref. fô] .
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1. Introduction

Ever since Dirac's first paper fl] shoving the quantization

of magnetic charge, there has been considerable interest in its

quantum mechanical properties, both for theoretical reasons f2)

and also for experimental motivations (3j.

Recently, in a beautiful and fundamental paper [4], Vu and

Yang have given the theory a nev treatment, based on mathemati-

cal ideas of the fiber bundle theory. The general concepts in-

volved in that mathematical construct appear to be those neces-

sary to describe the physics of the gauge theories.

The problem of a Dirac charged particle, moving in the field

of a heavy magnetic monopole have lately been based on those

ideas * . However, it is clear that the essential new featii

res implied in Ref. f4? , are already present in the correspon-

ding non-relativistic problem; namely a precise mathematical de-

finition of the vector potential of the magnetic monopole, free

of line singularities, and the allied concept of "section" replacing

that of ordinary "wave function".

In reference 18 J , an alternative description of that vector

potential, by means of distributions, has been given which leads

to a more intuitive and perhaps simpler treatment of the problem.

Also, this method could help to clarify some physical concepts,

as it follows more closely the usual quantum mechanical procedures,

offering at the same time, another possibility for tackling particular

problems.
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In the present work we use the approach of Ref. fô] and shov

that results similar to those of Refs. f5j, faJ,[7], can be obtai^

ned. Per the reason pointed out above, ve vill here restrict our-

selves to the non-relativistic SchrBdinger problem, although it

will become evident that we can treat the Pauli or Dirac particle

in a similar way.

2» The angular momentum problem

The Hamiltonian operator for a particle with mass M and charge

e, in the field of a charged magnetic monopole(dyon) at the origin,

is given by:

where V and A describe respectively, the electric and magne-

tic fields of the dyon. y(r) is, of course, the Coulomb potential

and A is given by Bq. (18) of Ref. fsl , which we write in the

form:

(2.2)

Here <j is the strength of the magnetic monopole and ^ is the

azimuthal angle around the z-axis, with k the corresponding unit
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vector (z = k»r ; «flr* s 7ÊAM\).

Delire now the operator

L « r*
It follows that

shoving that /_ is the conserved angular momentum operator.

Using (2.2) in (2.3), we get:

(2.3)

In particular, the third component of /. is

(2.5)

Let us now define fo/w»^/

and Z. .

, Y%tm

(2.6)

simultaneous eingenfuctions of

(2.6) and (2.7) fix the 4>-dependence of Ytm(^,^) . In fact

implies C/ as 6 (2.9)
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(Corapaie this azirauthal dependence with that of the "sections* of

. D I)- So that

(2.10)

The one-valuedness of Y g^ , means that we have to take

' = integer

or m + q as integer and m - q = integer •

As a consequence 2m = integer and 2q = integer, the Jast equality

being Dirac's quantization condition on the strength of the monopole

Now we use (2.10) in Eq.(2.8)

*UG

1 (2.11)

L' = U"lwhere ^ _

Using (2.5) and (2.9), we get

Note that v a j i s < c d O ) ^ , so that the term with o(9) desa£

71 ""
pears from L. . We are left with:

• - » - • - - ' - - — ( 2 . 1 3 )
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It is a consequence of (2.13) and (2.11), that

(2.14)

our equation (2.14) coincides with Eq.(22) of Ref. £4] , and has the

same solutions, namely those in terms of Jacobi polynomials [lOJ .

(2.15)

where OC = -o-m ,(i =. a- m t "* = Z+m* ^ — cos(9 .

(We antecipated this result by using some notations of Ref. f ÍJ J •

The normalized monopole harmonics are (see Ref. f 5 7 )

N, *•
We wish to emphasize that the vector potential we have used (Eq.(2.2),

also Eq.(l8) of Ref. [8] ) is well defined everywhere (but at the ori-

gin). The O -function must not be considered as a singularity but

rather as a well defined distribution. Moreover, the combination

r - p-en (appearing in the Hamiltonian and angular momentum) does

not contain any o<*> when applied to the eigen-function (2.15).

Note that the particular form of the factor exp(iq«gar^) in the mo

nopole harmonics (2.16)r is due to our choice of "global gauge" im -
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plied oy (2.2). It was shown in Ref.f8l , Mat instead of the plane

? s O ,it is possible to choose any surface Xs-fcx.%) (with

j(O,O » O ) . The corresponding new vector potential A being then:

while the new wave-function, by the gauge principle, is related to

the old one by

r = ^ r = e r ' (2.18)

In this new global gauge, the ^ -dependence of the monopole harmo-

nics (2.15) changes to:

(2.19)

It is clear that by an appropriate election of the surface jST

we can analytically continue the value expiCm+yi^ in the "upper

hemisphere" well down into the "lower hemisphere" (and vice versa)

excluding only a neighborhood of the negative z-axis (see Ref. f8 J ) .

3. The radial equation

Once the angular dependence has been determined, it is easy to

get the radial equation (for any central potential).

In the first place, we have the identity
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(rxPf = r'P* +4r-P -(r.p

And, since r-f\=O ,£•£ --*'<£ •

, (3.1)

so that the SchrOdinger equation takes the form:

3.2)

Writtin; now:

we get from (3.2), (2.12) and (2.14)

\

Eq.U.4) coincides with the usual radial equation of a Schrftdinger

particle (<l*o) if an "angular quantum number" & is defined by

For a Coulomb potential, the energy levels are Balmer-like

E l (J#i)
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where *» i s the radial quantum number.

FO'KsO (uncharged monopole), no bound-state ex is ts , and the

tering states are given by

(3.7)

4. The scattering p ob.em

Le us now discuss the scattering of a particle by a (uncharged)

monopo e.

The incident plane wave can be considered to be propagating in

the direction of the negative z-axis, with the space dependence:

e = e . (4.1 )

Since the magnetic field is spherically symmetric, we choose a

<P -independent superposition of solutions (3.7) in the region where

the plane wave is incident:

Asymptotically,

3<kr> ^ ( | f ™%'J™ , ( 4 . 3 ,

and C ]

(4.4)
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Where i he last equality follows from the completeness of the system

(2.15).

Using (4.3) in (4.2) we get:

A comparison of the incoming part of (4.5), with (4.4), leads to the

equality

*-£ L * v4»o;

The outgoing part of (4.5), is then of the form:

with

• ( 4 - 7 )

This expression is identical with that obtained by Banderet f13 ]

except that we have to exclude x = -1 (cf. Eq.(2.19)).

For the forward scattering we have to take the limit

£im f<x> .

For small scattering angles, the main contribution comes form

partial waves with £ » / ^ l . In that case:

(See (3.5)) M -ytt - j * ^ .
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He.ce, e'4** «í-*/.

On the other hand we have the result:

So that, for small scattering angles & s Tt —& t

4cx) = {
J iik U+ x) " A

( 4* 8 )

which is of the Rutherford type.

5. Conclusions

We have presented a discussion of the quantum problem related

to the motion of a charged particle in the field of a magnetic mono

pole.

We followed the approach presented in Ref. [8 J , in which no use

is made of "sections" as wave functions, but instead the vector poten

tial is represented by a distribution whose curl gives the monopole

field everywhere (without "strings").

In particular, the o -function contained in this potential

(Eq.(2.2)) causes no problem, as it always appears added to the z-

component of the gradient operator (See (2.1) and (2.5)). In this

way, the 0(9) can be interpreted as an "order" for the wave-func-
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tion tc have a discontinuity on the z-variable. This discontinuity

is explicitely exhibited in the 4* -dependence of the wave-func -

tion (Eq.(2.9)).

The results here obtained are in close parallelism vith those de_

rived by the use of T.T. Wu and C.N. Yang approach (Ref.£4j ). In par

ticular our angular momentum problem of Section 2 leads us to monop£

le harmonics having the sanje angular dependence as those of Ref. f 5 J .
•

Section 3 shows that we are also led to the same radial equation and

the discussion of Section 4, allows us to recover P.P. Banderet

results.

In the present paper we only treated the non-relativistic problem.

The reason for this being that the essential features of our approach

are already present in this case. The introduction of spin (for a

Pauli or Dirac particle), although requiring ingenuity (See Refs. fôj

and f7Í ) can be easily translated from one method to the other.
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